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THREE-LETTER HEX-WORDS
 
A. ROSS ECKLER 
Morristown, New Jersey 
It IS well known that hexagons can be used to tile a nat surface with 
no space Ie ft over. If letter s are ins c ribed in the hexagons, a three­
letter Iword can be formed by a set of three hexagons meeting at a com­
mon point. No rearrangement of letters is necessary; the word can 
always be spelled out by going either clockwise or counterclockwise 
around the point. Because this property does not hold for square tiling 
(four-letter words) or triangular tiling (six-letter words) , hexagonal 
tiling is uniquely suited for the various letter patterns described in 
thi s article. 
Finite Letter Patterns 
Three distinct symmetric patterns can be created out of hexagonal 
tiles - - an equilateral triangle, a (larger) hexagon, and a Star of Da­
vid. Each pattern comes in a range of sizes; we exhibit the largest 
possible size (1) containing no repeated letters, and (2) using only 
boldface words from the Merriam- Webster Pocket Dictionary (no ab­
breviations or all-capitalized words allowed) . 
In the equilateral trlangle below, it is impossible to position the 
six vowels AEIOUY so that all 25 words have a vowel; one word must 
consist solely of consonants and appear at the corner of the triangle. 
Fortunately, there is one no-vowel three-letter word in the Pocket 
Webster: NTH. As 21 \ different letters must be used, this is an ex­
tremely difficult pattern to construct: 
X 
A L lax mud sup won fig 
M D E mad bud pug cry fog 
S U B W lad bed bug pry oft 
Y P G 0 N led web bog rip ~ot 
C R I F T H sum spy bow pig nth 
Note that the vowels are spaced as far apart as po s 8 ible, wlth a trian­
gular pattern of their own; as a consequence, the 24 words other than 
NTH have two consonants and one vowel. Can readers Hnd any other 
pattern satisfying the requirements? 
2In general, an equilateral triangle of side i will have i words and 
(i + 1) (i + 2) /2 letters; the next larger one, of side six, requires 28 
letters, exceeding the alphabet. 
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A hexagon of 19 letters and 24 words is somewhat easier to do:
 
W M Y sew gyp beg hot rib cad 
S E G P mew sot big hat fir car 
0 T B I N gem set pig bat fin cur 
H A R F gym bet pin bar had fur 
D C U 
Again, the vowels are spaced in a triangular pattern of their own, as 
far apart as possible. 
In Rene ral, a hexagon of side i will have 6i2 wo rds and 31 (i + 1) +1 
lette r 8; the next larger one, of 8 ide three, require B 37 letter s, ex­
ceeding the alphabet. 
A Star of David having 13 letters and 12 words is extremely easy 
to construct: 
D lid pit per 
C L I N lac tin pet 
A p T lap ray bet 
y R E B lip rap rue 
U 
As an additional feature, these letters can be rearranged to spell 
UNPREDICTABLY, the only 13-letter iaogram (no repeated letters) 
in the Pocket Webster. 
In general, a Star of David with a triangular point of side i will 
have 12i2 words and 6i(i + 1) + 1 letters; the next larger one, of side 
two, require s 37 lette r a, exceeding the alphabet. 
Is it pos sible to construct a patte rn of thre e -lette r wo r ds in which 
all 26 letters appear? The answer is obviously no, for there are no 
three-letter Pocket Webster words containing Q. However, it is pos­
sible to add six letters to the 19-1etter hexagonal pattern in a symmet­
tic fashion (two letters adjacent to each of the three vowels on the out­
side corners) , as illustrated below: 
M 
H G Y K gym sky pin nod low 
J B U P S hub jab sip not lot 
A D N I X hug bad six tin let 
R C 0 T F sup bud car fit eft 
W L E Z gyp dun cad fix fez 
V spy pun cod cow rev 
If the restriction that all1etters be different is relaxed, but the re­
quirement that no words be repeated is imposed, it is possible to find 
Ie tte r patte rna fo r much large r triangle s, hexagon 8 and Sta r s 0 f David. 
The reader is challenged to see how large a pattern of each type can be 
found, using (1) Pocket Webster words only, or (2) words from othe r 
dictionaries such as Webster' s Second or Third. 
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lnfinite	 Lette r Patte rns 
1£ one allows letter and word repetition, patterns on hexagonally­
tiled surfaces of infinite extent can be constructed. We exhibit the first 
two repeating kernels in a family of patterns that have a high degree of 
symmetry: 
L B E pal rap red lip 
R A P A N D lab far rod old 
A E R E R F I L ban fan for lob 
R A D 0 G P neb fln fog bog 
L B E den din fig beg 
ar~ per lid pig peg 
In both cases, the pattern consists of an inner hexagon in which all let­
ters are different. and a boundary hexagon in which certain symmetries 
are preserved (identical letters on opposite faces, identical letters on 
alternate corners) \ Note how the same pattern can be overlapped six 
time 5 with itself on the boundary, and soon to infinity in all directions. 
Each letter (and word) appears the same number of times as each 
other letter (and word) in the infinite pattern. Note that the inner 
hexagon of seven different letters can be centered on any of the 13 
letter s, not just F. 
If there are to be no all-vowel or all- consonant words in the infinite 
pattern, one-third to two-thirds of the total letters used must be vowels. 
( Four out of thirteen letters in the above pattern are vowels. ) 
It appears impossible to insist that the twelve letters also spell 
out a word, unless one relaxes the requirement that all three-letter 
words are in the Pocket Webster. The closest one can come. appar­
ently, is UNP ROFITABLE (an apt description of the search!) , which 
contains 23 out of 24 Pocket Webster words (the one exception, RIO, 
can be found in Webster' s Third Edition) : 
N B U 
P I R F pin fur Rio flu oat neb 
U L 0 A N bin put oar elf pat bet 
F E T P db lip far Leo pan tub 
N B U rub oil fan toe fen put 
The next larger pattern requires 28 letters. so that repetitions are 
ne ce 5 8 ary . How la r ge a hexagonal patte rn of thi s type c an one con­
struct using repeated letters but not allowing repeated words within 
the hexagon? 
ANSWERS
 
FRENCH SLA 
I. Ca me fait 
2. T' occupe I 
3. Tu me Call 
4. Passer de 
5. DonneL' da 
6. Faire fl~cl 
7. . .. et ta sa 
8. En deux te 
9. Je vous vo 
10.	 Violon d I 
ary tr 
violin 
11. n employ 
12. Chinoise r 
13. Fatre 
14. Se rouler 
15. n m I a pa 
16. Dans la n 
17. Comme u 
18.ilmecas 
19. Travaille 
20. Je ne sui: 
21. File r can 
22. Mettre ~ 
23. (n	 pleut) 
24. Souffle r ~ 
25. JI Y perd~ 
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